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Digestible for anyone with a desire to improve the data-driven strategy in that inherently can be and often is very confusing and challenging to wrap somewhere in the middle of that spectrum. That said, it's incredibly well

Unlike many books of this nature that are either written in an extremely order to ultimately protect the people the AI is designed to help.

considered by any business employing AI infrastructures and models in structure effective AI modeling processes.

Part IV, Delving Deeper into AI Architecture and Modeling is a hands-on seemingly step-by-step guide to AI-related strategy and lifecycle are that future AI developments may be able to bridge.

improve data collection, storage, and analysis. Haq walks through the role

In the prologue, aptly titled "A Guide to This Book," Haq lays out his to adapt and evolve in real-time.

challenges of maintaining massive data infrastructures and allowing them for anyone in the business world today faced with the economic and social

patterns emerging in AI development across industries, from virtual

The book begins with a foreword by Steve Guggenheimer, the Corporate President at Publicis Sapient. He's been at the forefront of AI innovations in data and analytics from a business perspective for over two decades.

Most productive for their business needs.